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Continued investment to support our clients
CAP 209

Since delivering the first EvidenceWorks®
Digital Interview Recorder in 2010 the
team at Capita Digital Evidence Solutions
has continued to invest in the platform
to support the changing requirements of
digital policing.
The EvidenceWorks® suite has reached
some notable milestones - over 1,000
interview units recording over 1 million
interviews - but has continued to be
developed to become a truly open,
scalable and technology agnostic secure
repository for multiple sources of digital
evidence. The suite has been designed to
provide UK police forces with a strategic
platform to support the DETS interface for
sharing evidence with the CPS.

Our investment continues with a two year,
multi-million pound programme to deliver
increasingly advanced features on the
current R5 release which in itself is providing:
• Integration of forensic images alongside
the existing interview, CCTV, BWV and
public provision sources
• The ability to ingest and secure uncategorised items
• Extended integration of third party
BWV systems
• Web client based quick entry and review
capabilities
• Development and product releases over
the coming months will continue to
keep EvidenceWorks® at the forefront of
technology for the secure management
of digital evidence in policing

Reveal Media camera integration
at Avon and Somerset Constabulary
One of the key principles that has driven
the development of EvidenceWorks® over
the years is the open, technology-agnostic
nature of the repository.
Working with Avon and Somerset
Constabulary (ASC), the first force in the
UK to deploy a true enterprise Digital
Evidence Management platform, we are
developing the integration with the Reveal
Media body worn camera solution. Reveal
Media cameras are one of the leading
systems in use in police forces across the
UK and ASC have chosen them for a forcewide roll out.
ASC have decided, as part of their strategic
vision, to integrate the camera footage
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into the EvidenceWorks® DEM platform
alongside their interview recordings, CCTV
and media from public sources.
This development will deliver an end-toend full integration with the Reveal Media
cameras and will:
• be fully automated
• require only minimum metadata input
by officers during upload
• remove any duplication from running
standalone systems
• allow BWV footage to be managed in a
consistent, audited and secure manner
alongside all other evidential media
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‘Network only’ interview recording prototype
Part of our commitment and continuous
investment in our portfolio a new
prototype Interview Recording device
has been developed to compliment the
existing EvidenceWorks® IRS device.

With clients investing in networked
storage we have developed this new
prototype device to allow both existing
and new clients to maximize the value of
this investment by being able to:

Whilst the IRS device is capable of working
in a standalone environment, with its own
UPS and DVD burners the new device
has been developed to work within a
networked storage
configuration and
external UPS if
required.

• Reduce the cost of the recording devices
• Provide a consistent user interface
• Manage a transition to a networked
solution and a technology refresh
through a mixed estate of devices
New devices will be offered on trial to
selected clients during 2017 for feedback
on features, capabilities and form factor.

A new Strategic Partnership in the USA

New Website
To support the growth of the platform
in the UK and overseas we now have a
dedicated website at
www.evidence-works.com

Royal Gibraltar Police join the
user community
Following a review of available
solutions and thanks to references
from our users RGP has become the
14th force to deploy EvidenceWorks®
Interview Recording devices.

East Midlands Region shared
service
Using networked EvidenceWorks®
Interview Recording devices the four
forces are securely storing 90,000+
interviews a year. Read more in the
case study online.

A new partnership has been agreed
for 2017 with the New Jersey State
Association of Chiefs of Police (NJSACOP)
to work together to evaluate the US
market for the EvidenceWorks® Digital
Evidence Management suite. The
partnership will include attendance at the
Police Security Expo in Atlantic City in June
and further events throughout the year.

Police Technology Forum,
Canberra

EvidenceWorks® international partner
The EvidenceWorks® team have recently
announced the first international
partnership with Integrys.

Partners

NEWS IN BRIEF

Integrys is a leading Canadian provider of
technology and engineering services to
the public safety and security markets.
As Capita’s partner they will lead the
promotion, sale, delivery and support
of the EvidenceWorks® suite across the
Canadian law enforcement market.

The EvidenceWorks holistic,
integrated and technology-agnostic
approach was the main talking point
during Capita’s presentation at the
Police Technology Forum in Canberra,
Australia last month.

In the next
issue...
More updates on development and
new releases.
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